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Protecting your device while traveling

Your bags are packed, your travel insurance is purchased and your travel documents are in hand. You are ready to join the other 50-thousand people in San Antonio, TX for GC Session 2015, but is your phone ready? What about your laptop or tablet? Check out five ways to keep your electronic devices secure while traveling.
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Your bags are packed, your travel insurance is purchased and your travel documents are in hand. You are ready to join the other 50-thousand people in San Antonio, TX for GC Session 2015, the quinquennial business meeting of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, but is your phone ready? What about your laptop or tablet?

Traveling can put your electronic devices in compromising situations. So much personal data is now stored on smartphones, tablets, laptops and other devices. While traveling through unsecured Wi-Fi zones, these devices are vulnerable to attack and your information may be stolen. Whether you are attending GC Session, or going on vacation, here are five tips for keeping your electronic devices secure while traveling.

1. Maintain strong complex passwords

2. Make sure your software is up-to-date.

3. Keep default security settings
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4. Keep device shut down or in a secure lock down mode when not being used.

5. Watch your apps. Be cautious about the apps you download.